
 

 
 
 
 

Review 

 
Following the strong rally in the last few months of 2023, equity market performance was more 
mixed in the first month of 2024. Whilst several markets across the globe managed a further positive 
period, the UK equity market was not, sadly, one of them. Consequently, the iShares UK Equity Index 
tracker fell -1.57% for the month.  
 
The narratives that have prevailed in markets for some time now remained in force during January, 

with economic data remaining somewhat mixed and likewise inflation data. At the margin, investor 

expectations for an aggressive series of interest rate cuts during 2024 started to be scaled back in 

the face of persistently stronger economic data out of the US and, to a lesser extent, the UK. 

The ongoing global geopolitical worries built further during January. Not only do the conflicts in 

Ukraine and Palestine show no real signs of resolution, but they have now been joined by conflict 

between Iranian backed Houthi fighters in Yemen and, primarily the US and UK. The Houthis have, 

for some time now, been attacking commercial ships in the Red Sea. This is causing immense 

disruption to international shipping routes and has elicited several military strikes against Houthi 

targets in Yemen and elsewhere. 

In other news, the US continues towards a presidential election in November with, as it currently 

stands, the most likely scenario being a rerun of Donald Trump versus Joe Biden, as Trump makes 

significant strides towards the Republican nomination. 

Here in the UK, polls continue to point to a comprehensive defeat for the current Conservative 

government as and when the next general election is called, with autumn 2024 appearing the most 

likely timeframe currently. 

 

Fund performance / Activity 
 
Following two very strong months of performance, our portfolio gave back a modest amount in 
January. Over the month our fund fell -1.72% (share class A GBP Net Accumulation), marginally 
underperforming the iShares UK Equity Index tracker loss of -1.57%, and the peer group average loss 
of -1.42%.  
  
There were a variety of individual positive contributors to performance in January, including EasyJet, 
Vistry, Wickes, Bodycote, and Intermediate Capital. Not owning index heavyweights Shell and HSBC 
also proved beneficial as their share prices fell. There were an equal variety of detractors from 
performance including Telecom Plus, DS Smith, WH Smiths, Moneysupermarket, PageGroup, 
Ashmore, and Inchcape. 
 
Activity was again relatively muted in January, making only 1 complete disposal, of Asian bank 
Standard Chartered, and adding no completely new holdings to the portfolio. We took profits in 
holdings such as Vistry, Ashtead, Weir, and Vesuvius, and we added to positions including DS Smith, 
RS Group, Entain, DFS Furniture, Dunelm and Moneysupermarket. 
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Market Outlook 

 
Despite a relatively muted start to 2024, we still sense a general improvement in the mood among 

equity market participants. Whether that will persist as the year unfolds depends largely on the 

economic data continuing to prove resilient, inflation remaining relatively well contained and 

corporate earnings continuing to surprise positively.  

On all these fronts we remain in the relatively optimistic camp and consequently retain a positive 

outlook for UK equities for the year ahead. Of course, the ongoing escalation of geopolitical tensions 

is a worry and needs to be monitored closely. Likewise, we still have the lagged effects of the 

aggressive hiking of interest rates to work through the economy. However, we do not, at this stage, 

expect these issues to be significant enough to derail our positive outlook. 

If our outlook proves broadly correct, one issue we think markets will need to get more comfortable 

with is the notion that interest rates, whilst having peaked, may not come down as quickly as 

currently expected. We struggle slightly with the current desire to see rates falling sharply, and we 

suspect it is largely a function of many market participants having never really experienced an 

interest rate cycle before! Providing rates remain higher for the right reasons, primarily because 

growth continues to surprise positively, then we think markets should be able to cope just fine. 

Indeed, we think a more ‘normal’ cost of capital is to be welcomed for the medium-term. 

As we noted last month, we have been pleased to see the broadening out of the recent equity 
market rally, both geographically and down the market cap spectrum, and we are not at all surprised 
to see a period of consolidation given the market strength of recent months. For the medium term 
we remain extremely enthusiastic for the upside potential of our portfolio, and we remain happy to 
purchase more shares, at extremely attractive prices, in any further bouts of market weakness.  
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Disclaimer:  
 

Not for retail distribution, this document is intended for professional clients only 
 

WARNING: All information about the VT Tyndall Unconstrained UK Income Fund (‘The Fund’) is 
available in The Fund’s prospectus and Key Investor Information Document which are available free 
of charge (in English) from Valu-Trac Investment Management Limited (www.valu-trac.com). Any 
investment in the fund should be made on the basis of the terms governing the fund and not on 
the basis of any information provided herein. 
The information in this Report is presented using all reasonable skill, care and diligence and has 
been obtained from or is based on third party sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed 
as to its accuracy, completeness or timeliness, nor is it a complete statement or summary of any 
securities, markets or developments referred to. The information within this Report should not be 
regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgement. 
The information in this Report has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial 
situation or particular needs of any specific recipient and is published solely for informational 
purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or 
related financial instruments. In the absence of detailed information about you, your circumstances 
or your investment portfolio, the information does not in any way constitute investment advice. If 
you have any doubt about any of the information presented, please consult your stockbroker, 
accountant, bank manager or other independent financial advisor. 
Capital at Risk - Value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the amount 
you have invested. Income from an investment may fluctuate in money terms. If the investment 
involves exposure to a currency other than that in which acquisitions of the investments are 
invited, changes in the rates of exchange may cause the value of the investment to go up or down. 
Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.  
Any opinions expressed in this Report are subject to change without notice and Tyndall Investment 
Management is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained 
herein. Sources for all tables and graphs herein are Valu-Trac Investment Management Limited 
unless otherwise indicated. 
The information provided is "as is" without any express or implied warranty of any kind including 
warranties of merchantability, non-infringement of intellectual property, or fitness for any purpose. 
Because some jurisdictions prohibit the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or 
incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you. 
Users are therefore warned not to rely exclusively on the comments or conclusions within the 
Report but to carry out their own due diligence before making their own decisions. 
Employees of Tyndall Investment Management, or individuals connected to them, may have or 
have had interests of long or short positions in, and may at any time make purchases and/or sales 
as principal or agent in, the relevant securities or related financial instruments discussed in this 
Report.  
© 2024 Tyndall Investment Management.  
Tyndall Investment Management is a trading name of Odd Asset Management. Authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (UK), registration number 660915. This status can be 
checked with the FCA on 0845 730 0104 or on the FCA website (UK). All rights reserved. No part of 
this Report may be reproduced or distributed in any manner without the written permission of 
Tyndall Investment Management. 
Investment Manager: 5-8 The Sanctuary, London, SW1P 3JS. 


